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the

refugees meet
mormons
cormons and indians in iowa
lawrence coates

mormons and the indians in iowa is an
story of the cormons
important chapter in the larger narrative of mormon history during
cormons
the early nineteenth century in 1830 a small number of mormons
proclaimed to red men and white men alike that through divine
intervention an ancient record had been revealed telling about the

the

past present and future condition of the american indians six
months after the birth of mormonism church leaders sent mission aries from new york to the indians to declare this important
sionaries
message to urge them to accept the restoration of christs ancient
gospel and to find a suitable location for a new jerusalem
although inspired by the dream of taking the restoration to the namormons became preoccupied with the task of founding a
tives the cormons
zion for the gathering of their converts initially a temporary gathering place was founded with a temple at kirtland ohio while a permanent location was designated as the center stake of zion in jackson
county missouri when attempts to establish zion in ohio and
missouri failed the saints fled to illinois where they built a kingdom
on the mississippi with shops farms fine homes and several villages
sac and the
across the river roamed indian refugees the fox and sae
potawatomi the cormons
mormons were unaware when they settled along
the banks of the mississippi how in the near future their story would
become interlaced with these native refugees in iowa
mormons had little contact with the indians in iowa during
the cormons
the first few months in nauvoo sometime before august 1841 mormon missionaries met chief keokuk and gave him a copy of the book
of mormon early in august keokuk and a large number of sac and
fox indians camped along the mississippi river near montrose iowa
for several days on 12 august about one hundred indians crossed
flat boats to the nauvoo landthe mississippi on a ferryboat and two flatboats
ing where they were met by the nauvoo legion band who offered to
lawrence coates
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to the grove
Appa noose
but keokuk kis ku kosh appanoose
and the others refused to come ashore until the prophetjoseph
prophet joseph smith
met them in a short time the prophet greeted them extended a
welcome to them introduced them to his rother
brother hyrum and escorted them to a grove of trees overlooking the mississippi 1
keokuk although partly french was born into the fox clan
about 1780 that birth normally would have deprived him of being a
leader in the tribal councils of the combined sac and fox tribes but
through his forceful personality oratorical skills and political
maneuvers of pitting one clan against another keokuk eventually
gained control over many tribal resources however this initial influence was nearly eclipsed when he failed to join with a small band
of sac indians led by kwaskwamia who refused in the early 1830s to
give up claim to the rock river country these indians had listened
escort them

to potawatomi and winnebago prophets preach that their former
hunting grounds would be restored the game would return and the
whites would be miraculously destroyed rejecting Keo
keokuks
kuks leadership they turned to makataimeshiakiak or black hawk as the whites
called him black hawk was intensely religious and had previously
oftecumseh
been indoctrinated with the revolutionary ideas of
tecumseh and the
shawnee prophet Els
elskawata
kawata black hawk who had bravely fought
alongside tecumseh had believed the winnebago potawatomi
kickapoo and foxes were all his allies but as the black hawk war
unfolded in 1832 black hawk learned he had been deceived by his
chiefs and medicine men even keokuk undermined the feeble
union between the sac and fox tribes by criticizing those who wanted
war and by persuading many sac indians to ally themselves with those
Paw eshik who opposed war even after learning
foxes led by chief paweshik
of this lack of unity black hawk continued to fight the illinois militia
composed of such notables as captain abraham lincoln colonel
zachary taylor and lieutenant jefferson davis among the troops
were other men such as thomas ford john reynolds thomas carlin
joseph duncan and orville H browning who not only fought in the
black hawk war but also subsequently played very influential roles in
mormon history the overwhelming military strength of the illinois
militia and its indian allies overpowered black hawk and his warriors
within only fifteen weeks 2
ad ed
joseph smith jr history of the church oflesus
latter day saints ed B H roberts 2d
of laffer
of jesus christ oflatter
4 401 402
rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret news co 1932 1951 4401
donald jackson ed black hawk an autobiography urbana university of illinois press 1964
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during the governments final negotiations settling the war
keokuk took advantage of this situation and helped in reaching a settl
tlement
ement government agents returned the favor by acknowledging
keokuk as the chief of the sauk but some tribal members resented this action since keokuk had not been loyal during the war and
because he was not a member of a ruling clan black hawk expressed
his dissatisfaction when he struck keokuk across the face with his
clout during the council meeting that elevated keokuk to his new
appointment as chief however keokuk later gained status in the
eyes of many of his people because he successfully defended their
claims to the iowa territories against the sioux indians in
cormons in 1841 he
washington DC so when keokuk met the mormons
had regained much of the influence and power that he had held
1I 1I

before 1832

3

important to remember that the sac and fox indians were
not natives of iowa they formerly had inhabited the great lakes
region along with other algonquian tribes but conflicts with the iroquois forced them westward to a region around green bay and the
fox river where french explorers met them in the mid 1660s the
sac and fox indians continued to live in wisconsin until the 1730s
when they came in conflict with the french and their indian allies
after a series of bloody encounters the sac and fox banded together
and evacuated wisconsin some settled west of the mississippi in
iowa while others migrated to the missouri near st louis 4
relatively peaceful relations prevailed between the americans
and the fox and sac indians until after william henry harrison
negotiated the treaty of 1804 which ceded to the united states all sac
and fox lands east of the mississippi and a narrow strip on the west
side of the river this unpopular treaty became the source of many
contentions quarrels with fur traders and indian agents pressure
from land hungry pioneers and agitation from british agents who
penetrated the region all these troubles erupted into the war of
1812 and consequently many bloody battles were fought between
the sac and fox indians and the american long knives
however
the most intense struggle came when the americans forcefully removed the sac indians from a region the indians called Sau
kenuk a
saukenuk
strip of land north of the rock river eventually this conflict
escalated into the black hawk indian war of 1832 5

it
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losing the black hawk war forced all sac and fox indians
cormons built nauvoo
westward many came to iowa when the mormons
these indians had resided in iowa only a little more than a century
the indians became even more dependent upon white traders
na
for arms amunition
cooking utensils and blankets than before the
mmunition
exodus despite this reliance on whites the sac and fox indians
adapted much of their eastern woodland culture to their new
homeland they retained their traditional custom of making birchbark canoes and dugouts by building bull boats from willows and
buffalo hides in iowa they continued planting maize squash
beans and tobacco near their villages while continuing to migrate to
their favorite game sites for deer elk and other animals and to
streams for such fish as native trout sturgeon and bass about 1837
the sac and fox indians adopted the horse from the plains indians so
when they met the saints they were adapting the horse into their
culture

6

furthermore with their move to iowa these indians retained
their elaborate social organization of some fourteen gentes or family
clans which they named after woodland animals except for the
thunder clan these clans provided social order in their personal
relationships and established meaning and purpose in life in addition there were social groups like the soldier society and the buffalo
society
politically the sac and fox had chiefs and a council
however chiefs usually came from the trout and sturgeon gentes
while the council represented all family clans through their own war
chiefs and prominent family members usually chiefs were mere
figure heads and socially important persons rather than powerful
figureheads
political figures but sometimes powerful leaders emerged and exerted great influence among many of the people keokuk is one example of a leader who gained considerable influence with his people
cormons arrived in nauvoo 7
by the time the mormons
sac and fox indians were a deeply religious people who believed
Ma
nitos these spirit bein many algonquian deities or spirits called manatos
manitos
ings it was believed permeated all forms of nature human beings
animals birds fishes reptiles insects plants fire water and all
elements these manatos
manitos possessed awesome magical powers children were taught to gain a personal relationship with some manito by
fasting meditation and prayer sac and fox oral traditions contain
many stories about human relationships with anthropomorphic beasts
scan
amer
Amei
ican indians pp
hodge ed ammi
ameiican
american
ap
71bid
hbid
abid
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and beings the most important tale is of
ofnanabozho
manabozho the god of
nanabozho
life the flood and the restoration of the earth to its pristine
condition 8
because a faith in mysteries and supernatural incidents was important to the sac and fox heritage it is likely that when mormon
missionaries told these indians about joseph smiths prophetic
powers they indeed believed the prophet possessed supernatural
powers to aid them in fact keokuk not only told joseph smith that
he prized his copy of the book of mormon very highly but he asked
the prophet for advice in dealing with the white men who were taking
their lands killing their game and slaughtering their women and
children joseph smith sympathized with their troubles and offered
advice from his religious perspective he quoted some passages from
the book of mormon telling how the indians had once been a prosperous people with many great towns and cities but they failed to
keep gods commandments the prophet said so they lost their prosperity however joseph smith promised that keokuk and his people
would not suffer forever for the time was close at hand when the sac
and fox indians along with others would once again become a
righteous people and help the saints build a temple in zion for the
second coming of christ before this could occur however the
prophet declared they must cease killing each other and warring
with other tribes also to keep the peace with the whites
after this
mormons shared some food and entertainment with
conference the cormons
these indians 9
certainly keokuk and his people did not share joseph smiths
vision of the future even though keokuk said he would follow the
good talk
instead these indians were trying to preserve an ancient
life cycle of hunting game and growing corn squash and beans in
fact when white men tried to change these patterns of life through
education the sac and fox vigorously resisted all efforts to assimilate
themselves into the mainstream of white american life 10
the visit of these iowa indians to nauvoo drew sarcastic
responses from some non latter day saints thomas sharp editor of
mormons for their increased political
the warsaw signal hated the cormons
power in hancock county and poked fun at the saints for entertaining keokuk sharp published in his newspaper a note that indian
took occasion to pay a special visit to
his
chief keokuk
brother the revelator and prophet to smoke the pipe of peace with
ibid
9history
the church
chunca 6401 402
wsfory oftle
of toe
oftbe
sox
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1ohagan
sandfox
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him in his wik ki up to discourse on the wonders of the new
Keo kuks visit to mormon prophecies of buildlinking keokuks
jerusalem
new jerusalem in injackson
jackson county missouri sharp wrote the
ing a newjerusalern
the
depicting in glowing colors
prophet made a speech
wonders of the great temple the mysteries of the book of mormon
in the
and the glorious times that they will all have together
characterizing
latter day city which they are going to inherit
keokuk as a dumb indian in a dirty blanket sharp said the chief
new jerusalem
looked unutterable things and replied As to the newjerusalem
to which they were all going to emigrate so far as he was concerned it
would depend very much on whether there would be any government
annuities and as far as the milk and honey which was to flow over
the land he was not particular he should prefer whiskey
sharp s article was being reprinted elsewhere along the
while sharps
western frontier mormon relations with the iowa indians were commormons were conspiring to overthrow
plicated by rumors that the cormons
the US government after being dropped from church membership in 1842 john C bennett traveled throughout illinois and
missouri charging church leaders with spreading the sinister doctrine
of polygamy and with directing a secret band of
ofdanites
danites
canites who were going to murder their political enemies and overthrow the government
bennett claiming to have infiltrated the inner circle of mormon
leaders declared they
for conwere preparing to execute a daring and colossal scheme
quering the states of ohio indiana illinois iowa and missouri and of
erecting upon the ruins of their present governments a despotic military
and religious empire the head of which as emperor and pope was to
be joseph smith the prophet of the lord and his ministers and
vice roys the apostles high priests elders and bishops of the mormon
viceroys

church

12

the same time there was an attempt to assassinate ex governor
lilburn W boggs who had issued the order to exterminate the mor
mons in missouri legal procedures were initiated to extradite joseph
smith to missouri to stand trial for plotting this nefarious deed and
orrin porter rockwell was charged with being the danite assigned to
kill governor boggs
these political troubles had an effect upon mormon relations
prophet joseph smith had begun to
with the indians of iowa the prophetjoseph
think of escaping these political conflicts by moving into the indian

at

warsaw signal
vansaw

august 1841
Mor
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territories west of illinois any westward movement would bring the
latter day saints into contact with the iowa indians on 6 august
1842 joseph smith attended the ceremonies that installed the rising
sun lodge ancient york masons in montrose iowa while instructions were being given on the ceremony the prophet reviewed the
political problems and prophesied that the saints would continue to
suffer much affliction and would be driven to the rocky mountains 13 this idea would have a marked influence on mormon relations with the iowa indians during the years to come
mormons brought three
meanwhile in april 1843 two cormons
potawatomi indians from kansas to montrose iowa the ancestors of
these potawatomi like the sac and fox who visited the prophet in
1841
1841 had also migrated from the great lakes region particularly the
upper reaches of lake huron according to oral tradition the
potawatomi were at one time intermingled as one people with the
chippewa and ottawa also like the sac and fox the potawatomi
had moved westward to land near green bay wisconsin by the
close of the seventeenth century they had migrated south along the
milwaukee river until they took possession of northern illinois and
extended themselves eastward over parts of michigan and southward
to the wabash in indiana 14
during the french and indian war the potawatomi sided with
the french against the british and then joined pontiac s uprising
during the american revolution they sided with the british against
the colonists but were defeated twenty years after signing the treaty
of greenville in 1795 the potawatomi again sided with the british
during the war of 1812 to resist the americans encroachment on
their lands shortly after the treaty of ghent in 1815 white settlers
intensified pressures upon the potawatomi for the indians to sell their
lands during the period of forced indian removal from 1830 to
potawatoml escaped to canada and became known as the
1841 some potawatomi
potawatomi of the woods while others moved to western iowa and
kansas and became known as the prairie potawatomi 15 some of this
latter group moved voluntarily while the others resisted moving until
military force drove them westward those indians who came to
nauvoo to meet joseph smith in 1843 were prairie potawatomi and
had been in iowa for a little more than five years
the church 585
of
odthe
ofthe
4hodge
hodge ed american indians 2289 93
ruth landes the prairie potawatomi tradition and ritual in the twentieth century madison
university of wisconsin press 1970 pp
ap 3 40
13

13history
history
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during all of these migrations the potawatomi maintained their
elaborate social organization of clans or gentes in 1843 when they
cormons
Mor mons there were about 1800 potawatomi belonging to
met the mormons
about fifteen different clans who lived in the united states reportedly the potawatomi believed that each clan possessed a totem which
in some mysterious way linked their ancestry to such animals as the
wolf bear beaver elk eagle carp rabbit turkey or black hawk
this elaborate kinship system of social organization was not undermormons when the potawatomi visited them in 1843 16
stood by the cormons
mormons understand the ideas of this deeply
nor did the cormons
worshipped
shipped the sun as well as
religious people who had at one time wor
offered sacrifices to heal the sick and to succeed in combat and the
contact with the french catholics had influenced the
hunt
potawatomi to accept the idea the world is governed by two spirits
Matche mendo and one good called kitchemonedo or
one evil called matchemendo
the great spirit the potawatomi believed that by using medicine
bundles dreams visions the religious dance or drum dance they
could influence these spirits they believed that through the appropriate
prop riate imitative dance movements along with beating the drum
power was generated to cure the sick to influence the animals
movements and to control the rain during floods or droughts 17 in
1843 these ideas were so firmly engrained in the potawatomi that it
was not difficult for them to believe joseph smith could exercise
supernatural powers also furthermore they obviously saw the mor
mons as possible allies in their struggles with other white men
mormons brought three
meanwhile in april 1843 when two cormons
potawatomi indians from kansas to montrose they met a mr hitchcock who possibly had been commissioned to investigate the exploitation of the natives during their removal from their eastern
hom elands and asked him to interpret their conversations with the
homelands
mormon prophet but he declined saying he could not serve as interpreter because he had long been opposed to joseph smith 18
because the indians were unable to communicate effectively with
joseph smith messengers were sent back to montrose to mr hitchmormons
cock who accepted this second invitation thinking the cormons
were plotting some mischief
when he arrived he asked the inone of
dians if they had seen the great man or british officer
hodge ed american indians 2289 93
171
1andes
71andes prairie potawatomi pp
landes
ap 12 40
henry king to john chambers 14 july 1843 letters received by the office of indian affairs
k1824 81 iowa superintendency 1838 1849 microfilm 1949 national archives washington DC
16 16hodge
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the chiefs inquired which of the two is the man that talks to the
great spirit and mr hitchcock pointed to joseph smith 19
shaking joseph s hand chief apaquachawba said he had heard
the prophet could talk to the great spirit and he wanted him to
advise them what to do as the indians were dissatisfied with the
white people bordering on their lands
for the whites treated
them badly
he asked if the prophet would give them any assissince they had
tance in case of an outbreak on the frontier
smoked the pipe with ten tribes who had agreed to defend each other
joseph replied that he could give them no
to the last extremity
assistance
for his hands were tied by the US but
he
mr hitchcock seeking to thwart
could sympathize with them
mormons
Mor mons told the indians that joseph
any cooperation with the cormons
smith was not the proper person to come to for advice he added
with their agent on the mississipthat they should have consulted atwith
twith
for he would have seen that ample justice was done to
pi river
them the natives objected saying he was an american officer
mr hitchcock urged them to present their case to the commanding
officer at fort leavenworth but they again refused finally he suggested they see the governor of iowa but they seemed very
indignant 20
at this point the indians gave joseph smith a large silver british
medal to put on his nauvoo legion uniform after giving this token
they asked him to send some of his chiefs back with them
but
joseph smith again declined angered by hitchcock s repeated efforts to influence the negotiations the indians dismissed him as their
interpreter and after he left they continued negotiating with joseph
smith through sign language finally it was agreed that these
potawatomi indians would return to nauvoo with some of their chiefs
when the corn reached the top of their leggins 21
early in july these indians returned to nauvoo but the prophet
was involved in extradition proceedings in dixon illinois for his
alleged role in the attempt to assassinate ex governor boggs upon
his return he met with the indians who again recounted the loss of
their lands the lives of their men women children and their property then they said the great spirit had told them he raised up a
tell us what to do and indicated
great prophet who would
that joseph was that person moved to tears by their persecution
joseph smith said the great spirit has told you the truth 1I am
ibid
2olbid
ibid
bibid
2ibid
ibid
191bid
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your fathers were once a great peoyour friend and brother
wor shipped the great spirit
ple they worshipped
but they would not
hear his words or keep them the great spirit left them and they
began to kill one another and they have been poor and afflicted until
showing the indians a book of mormon joseph smith said
now
this tells
this is the book which your fathers made I1 wrote it
you what you will have to do I1 want you to begin to pray to the
great spirit
iliI
to solve their current troubles the prophet said 1gli
want you to make peace with one another and do not kill any more
indians it is not good do not kill white men
but ask the
great spirit for what you want and it will not be long before the
great spirit will bless you and you will cultivate the earth and build
good houses like white men 22 after his speech joseph smith gave
the indians some oxen and horses and sent jonathan dunham to
return with them to kansas it was probably on this occasion that
joseph smith gave these indians two sheets of hieroglyphics copied
from the book of abraham
meanwhile although mr hitchcock did not serve as an interpreter at this second conference he gleaned as much information as
mormons and the inpossible from various sources concluding the cormons
dians had concocted a plan to wage war against their enemies he
expressed his fears to henry king brigadier general of the iowa
militia who told the governor of iowa john chambers that a
mormons
grand conspiracy is
being entered into between the cormons
and the indians to destroy all the white settlements on the frontier
the time fixed to carry this nefarious plot into execution is said to be
believing the situation too
about the ripening of indian corn
serious to trifle with
henry king told governor chambers that
in the event of an outbreak we must not be wholly unprepared 23
governor chambers forwarded general kings letter to thomas
hartley crawford who had supported andrew jacksons indian
removal bill in 1830 and had subsequently become US commissioner of indian affairs commissioner crawford wanted tranquil
white indian relations in the trans mississippi west and so he was
understandably concerned when governor chambers reported this
mormons and the indians even though the
meeting between the cormons
mr hitchcock is 1I think rather indicative of
governor indicated
the general suspicion and excitement which prevails against the mor
mons than of any treasonable design on the part of their so called
ram
rae
the church 5440
5448 this account was copied from the journal of wilford woodruff
5480
of
odthe
23king
king to chambers 14 july 1843 letters received by the office of indian affairs

22 history
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prophet he warned that joseph smith was an exceedingly vain
and vindictive fellow and would no doubt feel flattered by the appeal made to him by the indians and if he could bring them into a
conflict with the missouri frontier might do so to revenge his old
feud with the people of that state
assessing the loyalty of the
potawatomi governor chambers added that they should be watched
closely since they had sided with the british in the war of 1812 and
were among the most savage and irreconcilable of any hostile tribe 24
certainly governor chambers was not the only one with this view
many americans had the same idea william henry harrison who
had fought them labeled the potawatomi our most cruel and inveterate enemies 25 in view of this opinion the governor requested
an agent visit the potawatomi villages to observe any restlessthat
chatan
thatan
ness among them which may indicate a spirit of mischief
furthermore he told general king to watch for any further intercourse
between these indians and the prophet and to keep me informed of
any discoveries he may make 26
obviously there were reasons besides the ferocious battles the
potawatomi had fought during the war of 1812 that americans distrusted these indians prior to the black hawk war in 1832 a portion of the approximately six thousand potawatomi settled among
black hawks people along rock river to oppose the governments
indian removal policies but once they realized the british would not
give aid to the cause and once they understood they would lose their
trading privileges with the government privileges which were
necessary for their survival they could see they would be the first to
feel the brunt of any attack from the whites
the potawatomi
therefore withdrew their support from black hawks cause except
for one minor incident during the black hawk war the potawatomi
remained loyal to the united states but many politicians falsely
accused the potawatomi of supporting black hawk by this means
the whites transferred their hatred for the sac indians to the
potawatomi and demanded that all indians be removed beyond the
mississippi 27
furthermore during the removal several conflicts occurred between the whites and the potawatomi A number of serious problems
24john
john chambers to T hartley crawford commissioner of indian affairs war department 7 august
1843
letters received by the office of indian affairs
R david edmunds the potawatomis keepers odthe
fere norman university of oklahoma press
25r
fire
of the eire

p 198
21 21chambers
chambers to crawford
27 27edmunds
edmunds potawatomis

1978

7

august 184
18433
1845
letters received by the office of indian affairs
keepers odthe
ap 215 39
of the fire pp
ofthe
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developed because the early treaties gave land grants to the
potawatomi near chicago and in a region known as platte country
missouri at each location whites wanted the land that had been
reserved for these indians so officials continued to negotiate until
these potawatomi lands were exchanged for property in kansas and
iowa many indians refused to move and the government responded
by cutting off their annuities to force them to evacuate these areas
also the war department prepared to use military force if
necessary however general edmund P gains promised the indians
food and transportation on steamboats to council bluffs iowa if
they would move soon about 1450 potawatomi migrated from
missouri and elsewhere to iowa meanwhile federal officials discovered that the whites wanted all of iowa so they negotiated still
another treaty to remove the indians from iowa 28 when the mor
mons met the potawatomi some were in iowa and some in kansas
government efforts to move those indians from the yellow river
not far from chicago to kansas were also problem ridden catholic
fathers were trying to teach the potawatomi farming and religion and
to integrate them into white society but officials from washington
undercut the mission by re negotiating a treaty with three indians
who along with a fourth one named menominee who refused to sign
owned twenty three sections of land one indian named notawkah
rattlesnake signed the treaty he later became acquainted with the
mormons
cormons
Mor mons trouble did not end with signing the treaty menominee
was forced to move at gunpoint nearly three hundred indians died
from typhoid and all suffered severe hunger due to the rotten food 29
governor chambers mr hitchcock general king and commissioner crawford were familiar with the resentment that many indians felt because of these and other problems to them it was
mormons and the indians would form a conentirely possible that the cormons
spiracy
sp iracy these men took no chances that a mormon indian uprising
would materialize on the frontier it is easy to understand why these
men took the precautions they did given their perceptions of the
saints and the indians
but a look at mormon associations with these indians during
most of the nauvoo years clearly shows these government officials
mormons
misread the cormons
A careful
Mor mons relationships with the indians
study of jonathan dunham s visit to the potawatomi reveals that he
made no attempt to make any alliances with them even though they
21bid
21ibid
bid
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ap 240
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were willing to make a treaty with the saints similar to the one they
had made with the british during the war of 1812 instead brother
dunham studied the potawatomi villages economic conditions religious ideas and their intertribal feuds and upon his
hisreturn
return to nauvoo
brought a letter from a potawatomi chief asking the prophets advice on selling their lands joseph s reply shows his compassion and
cormons
sympathy for their plight but he gave no hint that the mormons
would collaborate in any way with the indians he advised the
potawatomi chief not to sell the lands but to keep them to live upon
for yourselves and your children
he also said he would assist them
in doing their business if the united states appoints me as your
agent to transact your business I1 shall cheerfully comply 30 finally a
close examination of all other indian visits to nauvoo reveals no sign
cormons
Mor mons forming any conspiracy with any indians
of the mormons
by the spring of 1844 the anti mormon pressures became so intense that during this presidential election year mormon leaders
began seriously to consider alternative locations for settlement on
20 february

joseph smith requested men be sent to investigate
california and oregon as possible locations where we can remove to
after the temple is complete and where
the devil cannot dig us
out and where we can live in a healthful climate and where we
can live as old as we have a mind to 31 the next day joseph told the
five men mounted on horses
twentyfive
twelve apostles to send west twenty
and mules and armed with double barrel guns barrel rifles revolving
pistols bowie knives and sabers but if they failed to find twentyfive volunteers the prophet told them to wait till after the
election 32
meanwhile men who were in wisconsin cutting timber for the
temple proposed an exploration of the south and western para
part of
ridas texas west india
floridas
north america together with the Flo
islands and the adjacent islands to the gulf of mexico together with
Lama nites bordering on the united territories from green bay to
the lamanites
the mexican gulf 33 moved by the thought that because of men
who had smuggled themselves into power in the states and
nation the saints had lost their liberty guaranteed by the constitution early in march joseph smith approved a plan for enlisting the
joseph smith to pottawattomie indians 28 august 1843 library archives the historical department
of the church ofjesus
of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah hereafter referred to as church
30

archives
the church 6222
3history of
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31ibid
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indians to help build the kingdom of god 34 in this regard the
cherokee and choctaw had already requested an interview with the
elders of the church
times were turbulent in the city beautiful early in may several
prominent church leaders who had been excommunicated turned
their energies toward undermining the leadership ofofjoseph
joseph smith by
printing a prospectus of the nauvoo expositor meanwhile kis kish
kee black hawks brother brought nearly forty sac and fox indians
to nauvoo to see joseph smith the prophet invited them into the
back kitchen of the mansion house where they complained that the
whites had been cruel to them and had robbed them of their lands
acknowledging their mistreatment joseph told them the saints had
not been responsible for these injustices but had bought and paid for
the lands they were occupying in iowa and illinois 35
the prophet then turned the conversation to those topics of
peace land and the book of mormon which he always mentioned in
his conversations with indians trying to impress upon them the importance of the book of mormon he showed them a copy and said
which told
the great spirit has enabled me to find a book
me about your fathers
furthermore joseph smith urged them to
spread its message he continued
the great spirit told me you
must send this book to all the tribes that you can and tell them to
live in peace and when any of our people come to see you 1I want
following the meeting the inyou to treat them as we treat you
dians walked to joseph smiths log house where they performed a war
dance for about two hours nauvoo residents responded by striking
up the nauvoo band firing the cannon and collecting food for the
indians 36
just one month and four days after his visit with these sac and
fox indians joseph smith was assassinated soon after this tragic
event james emmett and lyman wight against the direction of the
twelve took steps to carry out joseph smiths plans to find a resting
place among the Lama
nites by taking two companies into indian terrlamanites
itory 37 in a short time the twelve apostles began finalizing plans
to colonize the west they sent several groups of men to search for
suitable locations for settlement and to establish friendly relations
mibid
bid
bibid
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35 ibid
35ibid
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601 402
361361bid
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bid 6402
1713avis
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3713
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with the indians As these groups crossed iowa they had contact
with some of the indians
on 1 march 1845 the council of fifty a governing body organized by byjoseph
joseph smith and now delegated by the twelve apostles to
38 met in the seventies hall to discuss joseph
direct the move west 38met
smiths suggestion that the council seek out a location and a home
where the saints can dwell in peace and health and where they can
erect the ensign and standard of liberty for the nations and live by
the laws of god without being oppressed and mobbed under tyrannical governments without protection from the laws 39 at this important meeting the council added several people to fill up the
quorum and among the number was lewis dana a lamanite of
the oneida nation and the first lamanite who has been admitted a
member of any quorum of the church 40 lewis dana originally
came to nauvoo in may 1840 joined the church and was ordained
an elder during this council of fifty meeting eight men were
selected to seek out a location
and among them were lewis dana
and jonathan dunham former missionary to the iowa indians mormon leaders picked brother dana partly because of his indian
heritage but he was ill prepared for this assignment since most indians living in the region they expected to visit did not speak any
dialect of the iroquoian language dana
danass ancestors had belonged to
the iroquois confederacy and had once lived south of oneida lake in
new york although they remained neutral during the revolution
after the war most eventually migrated from new york to canada or
to a region in wisconsin 41
nevertheless on 24 april elders dana and dunham as well as
three others began this important mission and after several weeks
returned with the report that the indians were friendly but the indian
agents were hostile in fact agent james 1I rains sent jonathan
dunham a caustic note which said sir 1I have been informed that a
creature of the above name mr dunham in the shape of a human
being has been lurking about for some time in the indian country
either entirely without business or under pretense of a missionary
in either case you are violating the intercourse law
for a discussion of the council of fifty see D michael quinn the council of fifty and its members
byustudies
1844 to 1945
BYU
Studies 20 winter 1980 163 97 and andrew F ehat
it seems like heaven began
YU studies 20 spring 1980
on earth joseph smith and the constitution of the kingdom of god B YU
253 80
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agent rains declared

you are hereby warned to leave the indian
country immediately or 1I will deal with you as the law directs 42
cormons
letters and rumors of this nature did not deter the mormons
from contacting the indians residing west of nauvoo from july
through november several men made expeditions into the west to
establish friendly relations with the indians in july lewis dana
contacted some cherokee near webber s falls on the arkansas river
mormons in searching for a suitable
and invited them to join the cormons
for agriculture and
giace
glace
place
for indian life
he further
1 lace
stated it is the intention of the oneida nation of which 1I am one to
emigrate to it together with other northern nations who are a party
to these our intentions believing it to be a plan that will result in
good if entered into and carried out
he concluded by saying
this invitation is not confined to you alone but may be extended
through you to as many other friendly tribes as you may think worthy
of our fellowship 43 clearly lewis dana believed he was following
joseph smiths plans of enlisting the indians help in finding a place
for a new zion in this regard he was not unlike lyman wight who
took a colony to texas and james emmett who led a company
among the sioux along the missouri river
early in august 1845 daniel spencer and charles shumway
Shurn way also
about a month
ignored the indian agents objections by spending
spendingabout
establishing friendly relations among the indians in iowa and the indian territory they carried a certificate from brigham young to
prove they were men of honor and reputation and to declare that
the time had come when the indians shall receive the true light and
realize the power and glory of the great spirit
the certificate also
urged the indians to pray to the great spirit in the name of his
son jesus christ to enlighten your minds
that he has commenced and will carry forth his work until ancient israel is gathered
and all the blessings promised by the former prophets are poured
forth to the joy and rejoicing of your hearts 44 after promising the
indians the blessings of the temple the certificate asked the indians
to assist these mormon missionaries with their assignment after
Shurn way
visiting with several indian groups elders spencer and shumway
returned with the bad news that jonathan dunham who had given
latejuly
july
great service toward friendly indian relations had died in late
to J dunham 22 june 1845 church archives
james 1I rains indian agent toj
cojohn
webbers falls arkansas river
lewis denay to tojohn
john brown cherokee nation near gebbers

5

july

1845

church

archives
senecal and all the
this to the chiefs and all the honorable men among the senecas
c4 august 1845 brigham young papers church archives
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mormon
meanwhile the anti mormon pressures mounted
homes were burned open conflict occurred between the saints and
their neighbors and several prominent nauvoo citizens were charged
with aiding and abetting joseph smith in treasonable designs
against the state for being officers in the nauvoo legion for buildand for
ing an arsenal for keeping cannon in times of peace
holding correspondence with the indians 45 amid these troubles
mormon leaders met with public officials and assured them the saints
would leave illinois meanwhile the council of fifty on 9 september
decided that 1500 men should be sent to the salt lake valley while a
committee of five gathered information on emigration then on
30 september this council met again and after hearing parley P
pratts calculation on the costs for taking a family of five to the west
they decided the saints would all go west in the spring with families
friends and neighbors finally this decision was ratified early in october by a general conference of the saints in nauvoo 46
once the decision was reached additional men were sent to the
indians late in october to insure a safe trip across iowa and the great
plains among those sent to reestablish friendly relations with the
indians were joseph herring and his brother george george was
reported to be a mohawk chief who spoke good english understood white customs and conversed freely on all subjects 47 probably the herring brothers came to nauvoo from either new york
canada or some other place in the northern united states being
mohawk their ancestors had been prominent among the iroquois
confederation during colonial times mohawk villages were scattered from schenectady to utica north to the st lawrence and south
to the east branch of the susquehanna but during the revolution
the mohawk sided with the british and so following the war most of
them fled to canada the remainder scattered among different iroquois tribes in the northern united states 48 regardless of their
previous residence the herring brothers probably were unable to
communicate in the native tongue of most indians living in iowa but
they were native americans and consequently could not be charged
with being white intruders on indian land
rhe
the church 7444
odthe
of rge
ofthe
461bid
ibid 7439 447 453 55 463 65 466 67 478 80
4141juanita
juanita brooks ed on the mormon frontier the dikty
diary ofhosea stout 1844 1861 salt lake city
university of utah press 1964 172 george L M herring his brother joseph edward whiteye peter
cooper and moses otis were apparently all mohawk indians hosea stout mentions them several times in his
diary these indians were used to promote friendship with the indians but these plans never worked very
well during the mormons
cormons
Mor
mons stay in the indian territory they became drunk on several occasions threatened
cormons at winter quarters
the twelve and eventually left the mormons
48 48hodge
american indians 1920 26
hodge ed handbook of
ofamerican
41hirtory
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early in december another fear developed samuel brannan
presidentjames
james K polks
reported that president
folks cabinet were determined to
cormons from moving west
the mormons
and furtherprevent
again on
more they must be obliterated from the earth
20 january sam brannan stunned mormon leaders with the report
the government intended to intercept the saints on their westward
trek and strip them of their weapons so they could not join forces with
another country 49 concerned by these rumors the twelve decided
the saints could not wait for spring to leave nauvoo evacuation
would have to begin immediately so on 4 february the great mormon exodus began when the saints crossed the mississippi into iowa
while thousands of mormon refugees streamed across iowa mormon leaders wrote to the governor of iowa territory and asked permission to use the public lands while they evacuated their settlements
near the mississippi and made their way westward but the governor
thought that due to the intense anti mormon feelings granting this
request might jeopardize iowa s chances for becoming a state he
neither made commitments to the saints nor attempted to prevent
mormons entered the
this migration meanwhile late in may the cormons
land that belonged to the potawatomi indians when they approached
pro ached a potawatomi village located along a branch of the
nishnabtotna river the saints fully expected the indians would give
free use of their land during the exodus but to the pioneers
rs surpignee
pionee
prise an indian met them and demanded payment for their crossing
the land the brave reported that the indians felt that mormon
livestock would eat the grass which the natives used for their stock
suspecting this request was the result of some conspiracy between the
mormons and the indians the saints held a council with the inanti cormons
mormons were their friends
dians and tried to convince them the cormons
after several hours of talk the indians agreed to let the saints use
their land in this region providing once they moved west they granted
the potawatomi possession of the bridges and other improvements
they had built 50
mormons wanted to protect themselves against conflict of
the cormons
any sort because they were so painfully aware of conflict with other
people they realized they needed some rules governing their relations with the indians so mormon leaders forbade their members to
trade with the indians because federal laws prohibited unauthorized
mormons
white people hhorn
from exchanging goods with the natives the cormons
the church 7544 577
49histo
historyy ofthe
of fhe
odthe
5omanuscript history of brigham young 8 june 1846 church archives
manuscript
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voted to disfellowship any person who violated this rule later certain
mormons were granted a license to trade with the indians 51
cormons
meanwhile mormon wagon trains streamed ever westward on
20 june they reached the potawatomi agency at trading point seek20june
mormons held a series of talks with
ing to prevent any conflicts the cormons
the indians at the agency with peter A sarpy a trader and major
robert B mitchell the indian agent during these conversations
mormon leaders felt they had established good relations with the indians the trader and the agent in fact part of the day was devoted
to celebrating the friendly accord that had been reached natives
mormons all enjoyed dancing singing and
trader indian agent and cormons
eating 52
mormons heard from peter sarpy that
but in a few days the cormons
agent robert mitchell was secretly conspiring with the commander at
leavenworth to prevent the mormon exodus sarpy said major mitchell had already written to the commanders of troops at the fort
mormons were conniving with the indians and had comsaying the cormons
mitted some depradations
depredations at pottawatomie town and wanted the
dragoons to come up and keep the peace and prevent their uniting
with the indians to fight the united states 53 brigham young met
in council the next day and assigned orson hyde and newel K
whitney to serve as a mormon delegation to talk to agent mitchell
about this report later that day elders hyde and whitney reported
that mitchell indicated he had written only one letter two months
earlier because of his bad impressions of the emmett company of
mormons
cormons who had spent the winter among the sioux he said his recent talks with mormon leaders convinced him they were good people so he would do all within his power to assist the saints move
west and he felt the officers at fort kearny would do likewise 54
mormons proceeded to
accepting mitchells explanations the cormons
migrate toward the great basin where they hoped to plant a colony
before the winter of 1846 on 29 june they reached the missouri
river near council bluffs not far from trading point and began
crossing the river onto omaha indian lands however captainjames
captain james
ailen of the united states army caught the mormon wagon trains
alien
allen
and recruited nearly five hundred men for service in the recently
declared mexican war 55 after discussing losing the services of these
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men mormon leaders changed their plans and decided to spend the
winter on indian lands on both sides of the missouri river but these
lands belonged to the indians therefore the saints needed permission from both the indians and the federal government to stay in this
region the land in iowa became government property during the
summer of 1846 when the potawatomi sold it but the indians still retained the privilege of using the land for several more years
however the land west of the missouri belonged exclusively to the
indians and the government was legally bound to keep white people
from residing on it 56
mormons
lacking authorization to remain on these lands the cormons
asked captain alien
ailen for permission and he gave such permission unallen
til ratified by president polk for the saints not only to pass through
these indian territories but also to make settlements and fortifications
mormons
while emigrating to their destination in a short time the cormons
negotiated a treaty with the potawatomi indians near council bluffs
mormons make a settlement
the potawatomi consented to let the cormons
and cultivate the soil during the migration to california subsemormons
Mor
quently
mons staying on these
quently president polk approved of the cormons
potawatomi lands however instructions from secretary of war
mormons not to make any permanent
william L marcy warned the cormons
settlements nor cause any troubles with the indians that would delay
the survey and sales of lands sufficient to prevent iowa from becomfinally the saints must not jeopardize the
ing a state in the union
indians interests and rights 57 but the quest for permission to settle
on omaha lands across the missouri is a different story beyond the
mormons and the indians of iowa
scope of this article concerning the cormons
meanwhile brigham young did more than just gain permission
to stay on potawatomi lands he sincerely tried to establish cordial
relations with the indians in iowa he visited the camps of those indians who had not been present when the treaty was signed and he
tried to get their consent to this agreement as well on one occasion
mormon leaders met with a band of sac and fox indians gave them a
two year old heifer and had a lengthy conversation with them this
foreshadowed
foreshadower
shadowed brigham youngs policy statement
experience certainly fore
that eventually became a cliche
it is easier
easler to feed the indians than
fight them
brigham young tried to make it clear to the indians
I1 I1

the commissioner of indian affairs 29th cong 2d
ad sess 1846 executive document
annual report odthe
ofthe
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the treaties are located in record group 7 55 records of the office of indian affairs ratified treaties
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that he did not want any troubles with their stealing horses and taking other property he reminded them about the visit some of them
had had with the prophet joseph smith when they came to nauvoo
brigham told them about the mormon exodus to the rocky mounpowshiek
Pow sheek to come over the mountains
tains and he invited chief powsheek
and see the saints when they got located and bring his men to hunt
for us and we will make blankets powder cloth etc 58
cormons renewed their friendship with a
on this same trip the mormons
band of potawatomi the saints had known during the nauvoo years
these indians had visited the prophet joseph smith in nauvoo and
had heard him speak in the grove near the mississippi jonathan
dunham had visited their villages these indians remembered these
experiences for they verified their previous contact by showing a
paper that father joseph smith had given them in 1843 which
counseled them not to sell their lands they also had a map that had
been drawn by william W phelps showing the boundaries of their
land apparently they had not taken joseph smiths advice but
they still cherished these papers finally they produced two sheets of
hieroglyphics associated with the book of abraham 59 certainly
mormon leaders could see how their friendly treatment of these
natives had provided friendly relationships while the saints remained
on these lands during their exodus to the great basin
brigham young also invited these potawatomi indians to come
cormons
Mor mons these were not idle
and live in the great basin with the mormons
words on 6 september 1853 during the trauma of the walkama
walkara indian war brigham young wrote to these potawatomi indians and
again invited them to come to utah apparently a member of this
cormons for president
band came to the great basin to see the mormons
young announced wa ab kee sick who is now with me says you are
desirous to know about this country its climate and productions
and I1 take great pleasure in writing to you that you may know for
yourselves
are no
the president told them the winters
colder here than where you are and there is not so much snow in the
lowlands but much falls in the mountains the rain falls mostly in the
cormons watered their crops
spring and fall
he also told how the mormons
and raised the finest of wheat corn potatoes melons squashes
peaches grapes etc
should you or any of your people wish to
come and live with us
brigham young promised to give what
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land you may wish to occupy to advantage the same as we do to our
own people 60
these pioneer experiences with the potawatomi were especially
important in fostering a lasting friendship between the saints and
these natives from iowa from the beginning of the exodus the mor
mons enjoyed friendly relations with the indians in iowa hosea
mormons
Mor
mons police chief kept a detailed diary of this period
stout the cormons
and noted how friendly the indians were in iowa on 25 june he
recorded there was quite a number of indians came to camp to day
on the next day he said
some we fed they were all friendly
there was a continual crossing of the indians all day swimming their
horses which seemed to be but little disadvantage to them to come to
on the twenty eighth stout wrote in
a stream out of its banks
the evening there was large numbers of indians came into camp all
friendly and seemed to understand perfectly well the nature of our
move and also our ultimate union with them & our return to the
ac two days later these friendly inac &c
lands of our inheritance &c
dians reportedly saved parley P pratts life
parley pratt and
solomon hancock tried to ford a stream not far from council bluffs
while they were on their way to mt pisgah to lead companies westward hosea stout reported br pratt & the mule came very near
being drownd
brownd he flated
floted to shore and was so much exhausted that he
could not get out after resting a while he attempted it again and
came near being drowned the second time
he was finally
assisted over by some indian boys not however until they were
satisfied that they were good mormonee
Mor monee as they call us 61
while crossing iowa hosea stout continued to report of friendly
relations with the indians in iowa he recorded for example that
while the saints were nearing council bluffs early injuly
in july 1846
injury
there

of indians followed us today for several
miles and in fact they thron
ged around us all the time we were building
thronged
thronger
the bridge & at times would come in droves to the camp but they were
very civil friendly & good natured and done none of us any injury while
was large companies

we were here

they would amuse themselves sometimes by swimming in the creek
in large numbers and sometimes at playing cards at which they seemed
to be very dexterous they appeared to be much interested at our
opperations
oppe rations while at work which seemed to be a great novelty to them 62
young to na na no it pottawatomie chief and woorish
auck squaw kee chief 6 september
boorish xuck
Letterbook number 1 21 november 1851 to 21 february 1855 pp
1853 brigham young letterbook
ap 235 36
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during the entire period hosea stout reported of no serious conflicts
cormons and the indians in iowa
between the mormons
cormons used the exodus as an opportunity to share
instead the mormons
their knowledge with the indians most often the sharing of information with the indians was informal but occasionally government officials hired mormon women to teach academic subjects to the indian
children in iowa A mr wicks hired some mormon women while
their husbands were making the trek of the mormon battalion and
asked them to move to indian mills to hold school for the indian
children these women taught sewing spinning reading writing

ciphering and spelling but they found it difficult due to the many
cultural differences to teach the indian girls even the basic skills of
knitting and sewing and the academic subjects were even more difficult to teach than these domestic skills some mormon children
succeeded in teaching a few indians to read 63
cormons were unable to establish the same kind
meanwhile the mormons
of friendly relationships with the indians living west of the missouri
river in the indian territory part of the problem no doubt stemmed
from the relative prosperity of the two indian groups the fox sac
and potawatomi enjoyed a more affluent life style than the omaha
and the otoe who lived in the indian territory probably the
relative prosperity of the potawatomi indians was partly due to the
payments they had recently received from the government for the sale
of their lands in iowa when hosea stout first crossed the missouri
he noticed this difference between the indians he observed

the otos and

omahan
differed
mohas or more properly the omahas
widely in appearance from the pottawattamies on the other side of the
river they were not so well dressed instead of good blankets they
were at best dressed in old blankets & some entirely in dressed skins in
their pure wild native dress but they were uncommonly friendly &
would sell green corn for bread & such articles as they wanted to eat 64

however hosea stout was mistaken about the uncommonly
friendly nature of these indians for the saints soon had consid
siderable
erable trouble with the indians living across the missouri river in
the indian territory the most frequent trouble was the loss of property the omaha and otoe indians often took vegetables grain
hogs chickens horses and cattle from the saints in fact these
mormons used various means
ings became so troublesome the cormons
blunderings
plunderings
plunder
to protect their property mormon leaders held a series of council
63 moslah
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brigham young
meetings with indian chiefs to end these thefts
gave presents to certain indian chiefs thinking they would control
their people when these efforts failed the saints strengthened their
militia and posted guards to watch closely all indians who came near
mormon property even after his departure for the great basin
brigham young sent a letter in april 1847 to the saints still at winter
quarters saying
your crops and cattle will be exposed to the aggressions of the
omahan and other indians and we say to you take care of them learn
omahas
to watch as well as pray for the further you go west the more you will
be exposed and if the saints cannot watch them safely here what will
they do when they get where civilization or half civilization is
unknown 65

troubles continued with the natives near winter quarters after
brigham young made the historic trek to the salt lake valley police
chief stout recorded the loss of several hundred livestock during fifchiefstout
teen separate raids between october 1847 and june 1848 conflict
omahan
with the omahan
omahas became so intense that on one occasion the omahas
attacked francis weatherbee and some other men who were trying to
protect their livestock brother weatherbee was shot through the hip
while the others escaped unharmed then when heber C kimballs
Kim balls
in june 1848 several omaha
company began making a trek westward injune
injure
indians shot thomas E ricks and howard egan while the two men
were trying to recover their livestock

66

although the saints experienced difficulty with the indians living west of the missouri river the pioneers had peaceful relations
with the indians of iowa while crossing iowa territory most likely
cormons and the indians in iowa
the peaceful relations between the mormons
were influenced by the similar heritage of the two different peoples
styles
lifestyles
both peoples were trying to maintain the integrity of their life
life styles which differed from that of the general populace of
lifestyles

nineteenth century america perhaps their understanding of one
another s plight as refugees established a sympathetic relationship
cormons and the indians
for a brief moment in the span of time the mormons
in iowa shared a common fate they were forced to abandon their
homes and to found new ones farther west the red men moved into
the indian territory while the saints migrated westward to the tops of
the rocky mountains
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see stouts accounts of these incidents from pp
ap 262 to 315
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